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Diffraction enhancement of symmetry (DES) is a phenomenon by which the space-group symmetry suggested by the diffraction 

pattern of a crystal is higher than the space-group symmetry of the structure that has produced it [1-5]. The most well-known example 

is that of Friedel’s law, which is however realized only when resonant scattering is not taken into account. In modular structures, DES 

does occur also when considering resonant scattering. We address this phenomenon in monoarchetypal modular structures [6]. The 

condition for DES to occur is that both the module and the vector set (set of all interatomic vectors) [7] are invariant under an isometry 

that is not a symmetry operation for the structure. Only -isometries [8], i.e. isometries that do not reverse the polarity of the stacking 

vectors, can lead to DES once resonant scattering is taken into account. The example of SiC polytypes, where the phenomenon has 

been confirmed experimentally, is studied in detail. The SiC layer has symmetry p6mm (diperiodic group); the stacking of SiC layer 

leads to many polytypes, rapidly increasing in number with the number of layers defining the period along to stacking direction. These 

polytypes can occur in four types of space group: F43m, R3m P63mc and P31m. If the vector set exhibits hexagonal symmetry, than 

the space group of the polytype can be either of type P63mc or of type P31m. In both cases, the diffraction pattern shows hexagonal 

symmetry although in the latter case the structural symmetry is only trigonal: DES is thus observed. The number of polytypes showing 

DES increases rapidly with the number of layers, but the fraction of these polytypes with respect to the total number of polytypes 

decreases. These conclusions apply as well to all modular structures built by layers of the same symmetry, like ZnS. 
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